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QUESTION 1

In what mode is NFS running when a link failure is transparent to both the server and client? 

A. session oriented 

B. stateful 

C. seamless 

D. stateless 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

University IT has its storage subsystems and fabric switches distributed throughout the campus. Each college and
department provides their own systems and staff. Central IT provides fabric, storage and backup administration. Which
security mechanism is most important to protect fabric services? 

A. node authentication 

B. switch authentication 

C. port authentication 

D. link encryption 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You have recently upgraded a tape drive on a older switch to operate at 120MB/s from 80MB/s. Prior to purchasing the
tape drives, you tested server dumps to a disk array across multiple ports and saw speeds exceeding 150MB/s. With
the new tape drive, you have not seen any dump speed exceed 100MB/s. What is the most likely cause? 

A. The new tape drive has logged into the fabric as a storage initiator. 

B. The switch only has 1Gb/s ports. 

C. You have not yet reset the switch port buffer credits. 

D. The tape drive has logged in as an iSCSI device. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has deployed redundant switched fabrics in a HA environment which also includes nonHA, singleattached
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test servers. A new project requires additional connectivity for new HA servers to be placed into production, but there
are not enough free ports avalable in one of the existing fabrics to complete the HA deployment. Which option would
allow for the addition of the new hosts while maintaining the redundant infrastructure at least cost? 

A. Add a new switch to the problem fabric to increase available ports on the switches. 

B. Add a new switch to both fabrics to increase available ports on the switches. 

C. Add ISL\\'s between the existing fabrics to leverage all available ports on the switches. 

D. Cascade the existing switches into a new director class switch and add the hosts to the director. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A storage configuration was created which stores large amounts of infrequently used documents. The storage
implementation is based on serial attached SCSI (SAS) and an edge expander. Almost all ports are utilized, and a
second edge expander will be installed. What is required to connect SATA devices to the SAS domain? 

A. SASSATA adapter 

B. SASSATA protocol converter 

C. cable with two SATA connectors 

D. cable with a SAS and a SATA connector 

Correct Answer: C 
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